Abstract. We consider abstract interpretation, and in particular the basic operators of reduced product and complementation of abstract domains, as a tool to systematically derive denotational semantics by composition and decomposition. Reduced product allows to perform the logical conjunction of semantics, while complementation characterizes what is left from a semantics when the information concerning a given observable property is \subtracted" from it. We apply this idea to the case of logic programming, characterizing in a uniform algebraic setting, the interaction between a number of well known declarative semantics for logic programs.
Introduction
Abstract interpretation ( 6, 7] ) is a well established theory for semantics approximation, which is traditionally applied in the eld of program analysis, e.g. for the design of program analysis frameworks. In POPL'92 ( 8] ), Cousot and Cousot showed that abstract interpretation can also be used to systematically derive more abstract semantics, as well as approximate semantics, from a given ground (or standard) semantics for the considered programming language. This is the case for denotational and relational semantics, which can be derived by abstraction from a rule-based operational semantics (e.g. SOS) for the language. Abstract interpretation provides therefore both a mathematical framework where di erent semantics at di erent levels of abstraction can be compared to each other, and a number of systematic methods to specify new semantic de nitions from more concrete ones by abstraction. As observed in 14], among these methods, the operations for abstract domain re nement and their inverses, like reduced product ( 7] ), complementation ( 5] ), disjunctive completion ( 7] ), least disjunctive basis ( 20] ), and reduced power for functional dependencies ( 7, 19] ), may play a central role in semantics design, as well as in analysis, in order to provide formal algebraic methods to manipulate and compare semantics. In this work, we show how reduced product, and its inverse operation which is complementation, can be used to study the semantics of programming languages. The idea is that new, as well as known semantics for programming languages, can be studied and derived in a systematic way by applying the algebraic operations of domain re nements and their inverses, like reduced product and complementation. Abstract interpretation provides here the right framework in order to include these algebraic operations into a lattice structure, where each semantics corresponds to a suitable abstraction, and semantics can be compared and composed by comparing and composing the corresponding abstractions. Here, a semantics S is ner (more precise) than a semantics A, if A can be derived by abstraction from S.
The reduced product is probably the most common and widely known operation for domain composition in program analysis, and it is de ned as the reduced cardinal product of abstract domains. We show that the reduced product of two semantics S and T is a new semantics inducing a ner equivalence relation on programs, which is precisely the intersection of the equivalences for S and T . Complementation corresponds to the natural inverse operation for reduced product, namely an operation which, starting from any two semantics S and T , with T more abstract than S, gives as result the most abstract semantics whose reduced product with T is exactly S. Semantics, analogously to domains for analysis, can be decomposed by complementation, providing the least amount of information which is necessary to upgrade a given semantics by reduced product. Thus, complementation is a relevant tool for semantics decomposition into simpler factors, which turns out to be useful to understand the internal structure of a semantics, and the interaction between its factors. Also, semantics decomposition may be important in order to exploit modularity in program veri cation problems: Instead of proving properties for complex semantics de nitions, we can more easily prove that they hold for the corresponding factors, provided that these properties are preserved under reduced product.
In the following of the paper, we will be mainly concerned with logic programming. Logic programming is an example of high-level programming language enjoying a simple semantic de nition. Due to its semantic simplicity, logic programming is probably the programming language where the abstract interpretation-based approach to semantics design was mostly successful, as shown by the increasing literature in this eld (cf. 3, 4, 17, 19] ). Our approach gives rise to a hierarchy of declarative semantics for logic programs where semantics, and the corresponding observable properties, can be manipulated algebraically by complementation and reduced product. After some results in Section 4 on complementation and reduced product in denotational semantics, we show in Sections 5{7 the interaction between well known semantics, like the s-semantics for computed answers of 12], Clark's semantics for correct answers ( 2, 12] ), least Herbrand model semantics for successful computations ( 10] ), and the semantics for call patterns in 16]. Logic programming provides here a clean and simple interpretation for the operators of our framework.
Preliminaries
Basic Notation. Let A and B be sets. The powerset of A is denoted by }(A), the set-di erence between A and B is denoted by A n B, while A B denotes strict inclusion. A denotes the set of nite sequences of objects of A, and sequences are typically denoted by ha 1 ; :::; a n i, or simply a 1 ; :::; a n , for a i 's symbols in A. The empty sequence is denoted by . Concatenation of sequences s 1 ; s 2 2 A is denoted by s 1 :: s 2 . The set A equipped with a partial order is denoted by A . If A is a poset, we usually denote A the corresponding partial order. By x < y we mean x y and x 6 = y. If A is a pre-ordered set and I A then #I = fx 2 A j 9y 2 I : x A yg. For x 2 A, #x is a shorthand for #fxg. } # (A) denotes the set of order ideals of A, where I A is an order ideal if I =# I . } # (A) is a complete lattice with respect to settheoretic inclusion, where the lub is set union and the glb is set intersection. If A is a poset and I A, then Max(I ) = fx 2 I j 8y 2 I : x A y ) x = yg. A complete lattice A with partial ordering , lub _, glb^, bottom element ? = _; =^A, and top element > =^; = _A, is denoted by hA; ; _;^; ?; >i. When A is a lattice, _ A ,^A, ? A and > A denote the corresponding basic operators and elements. In the following, we will often abuse notation by denoting lattices with their poset notation.
We use = to denote isomorphism of ordered structures. We write f : A ! B to mean that f is a total function from the set A to the set B. The identity function x:x is sometimes denoted id. If C A then f (C ) = ff (x) j x 2 C g. By g f we denote the function x:g(f (x)). The set of xpoints of a function f : A ! A is denoted by (identi ed up to isomorphism) of a domain C is therefore isomorphic to uco(C ). By the above equivalence, it is not restrictive to use the closure operator approach to reason about abstract properties up to isomorphic representations of abstract domains. Thus, in the rest of the paper, we will feel free to use most of the times this approach, and whenever we will say that D is an abstraction of C , we will mean that D is isomorphic to D (C ), for some closure D 2 uco(C ). In this approach, the order relation on uco(C ) corresponds to the order by means of which abstract domains are compared with regard to their precision. We restrict our interest to idempotent substitutions ranging in Sub, unless explicitly stated otherwise. A variable renaming is a (not necessarily idempotent) substitution which is a bijection on the variables. A syntactic object t is more general than t 0 (denoted t 0 t) i there exists a substitution such that t 0 = t . Syntactic objects t 1 and t 2 are equivalent up to renaming, denoted t 1 t 2 , i t 1 t 2 and t 2 t 1 . Atom = and BClause = are partially ordered with respect to . With abuse of notation, they are still denoted by Atom and BClause. Since all the de nitions in the paper are independent on syntactic variable names, we will let a syntactic object to denote its equivalence class by renaming. For a syntactic object s and a set of (equivalence classes by renaming of) objects I , we denote by hc 1 ; : : : ; c n i < < s I ( This result has been rstly applied in abstract interpretation for analysis in 5], using the above notion of complementation, which is more precisely formulated as follows: whenever C is meet-continuous, the complement C D exists, and it is de ned as:
Assume that C v D; E and let > be the most abstract interpretation of C (i.e. the top closure x:>). The following are some basic algebraic properties of complementation ( 5]): Denotational semantics models possible behaviours of a program: the degree of accuracy of this process depends both on the semantic evaluation mapping and on the semantic domain. Hence, varying these two parameters, one may get semantics at di erent levels of abstraction. Following 8] , it is possible to use the framework of abstract interpretation to establish the relationships between various semantics at di erent levels of abstraction. We adopt here the closure operator approach to abstract interpretation, which is completely equivalent to the more frequently used Galois connection approach (see Section 2), followed, e.g., in 8], while having the advantage of a higher mathematical simplicity.
Assume that for the considered programming language a standard denotational 
Product and Complement of Semantics
One of the main advantages o ered by abstract interpretation to the design of domains for program analysis is the ability to build abstract domains in an incremental way by combining and re ning smaller and simpler domains by means of systematic operations. Below, we consider reduced product and complementation in the eld of program semantics.
Reduced Product and Least Common Abstraction of Semantics. As recalled in Section 2, the reduced product of abstract domains corresponds to the meet operation on the respective closure operators, while the lub of a family of abstract domains provides the most concrete among the domains which are abstractions of all the domains in the family. Clearly, using the approach of this paper, all the facilities o ered by abstract interpretation for the design of domains for program analysis transfer \verbatim" in denotational semantics design. In particular, we can combine di erent semantics (which are abstractions of a common standard semantics) via reduced product, to obtain a richer and more precise semantics. is the closure on D corresponding to the complement of in . Recalling the meaning of the operation of complementation, we can give a precise interpretation of the complement semantics: ] ] is the most abstract semantics (i.e. the least precise semantics) whose reduced product with ] ] gives exactly ] ] . It is practically always possible to de ne complements of semantics, since the conditions assuring their existence are extremely weak. In fact, it is well known that each continuous (and therefore algebraic) complete lattice is meet-continuous, and hence for it, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satis ed. Thus, in order that complements exist, it is enough that the standard semantic domain D is (meet-)continuous, or even better it is su cient to check locally for each complement that induces a meetcontinuous complete lattice (D). Clearly, these conditions are of wide applicability when dealing with domains for denotational semantics, as in our case.
Least Fixpoint Semantics
One of the most popular and frequent presentations for denotational semantics is as least xpoint of a suitable operator on a complete lattice. We suppose that for the considered programming language, a standard denotational semantics is given in least xpoint form as follows. To any P 2 Program is assigned a semantic operator or transformer T P , which is a function T P : D ! D on the semantic domain D (which is a complete lattice) having a least xpoint (when clear from the context, we simply denote T P by T). Least xpoint semantics are therefore presented as pairs hD; Ti. To assure the existence of the least xpoint, as usual, we assume that T is a monotonic operator; in this case, by Tarski's Theorem, T has a least xpoint denoted by lfp(T). The standard least xpoint semantics is therefore given by the Table 1 , and are all continuous
functions. Thus, P] ] S = lfp(T S P ), P] ] C = lfp(T C P ), and P] ] H = lfp(T H P ). As proved in 17]
, s-semantics, Clark's semantics and Herbrand's semantics constitute a hierarchy in our framework (i.e. for abstract interpretation), where S is more precise than C, which in turn is more precise than H. We now recall from 17] the details of the abstraction mappings of this hierarchy. Finally, composing the previous two abstractions, we get the abstraction between s-semantics and Herbrand's semantics. This is de ned in terms of the G.i. Hence, we obtain the following characterization for pseudo-complements of closure operators in terms of complements of atomic closures. The interest in this result is that the semantic interpretation for atomic closures and their complements is easier. Again, logic programming provides a clean and immediate meaning for these atomic semantics. Consider the s-semantics S recalled in Consider, as a limit case, Herbrand's semantics H. This complement is somewhat surprising. Indeed, since for any h 2 Atom, Atomnfhg 6 2 db}(Atom)ce, then S H = t; = S. Thus, for any program P, P] ] S H = P] ] S . If we recall the meaning of the \best" semantics for analysis introduced in 17], we can draw a striking consequence of this fact. Due to lack of space, we omit the details of the constructions of 17], to which the reader is referred. Roughly, 17] calls a semantics X too concrete for a given property on X (indeed a closure on the semantic domain of X) if there exists a proper abstraction Y of X that allows to perform the desired analysis (viz.
) without loosing any information with respect to X. In this sense, 17] shows that there exists always a best semantics for analysis, and provides an equational characterization for it involving the reduced product. Thus, exploiting these results, we may conclude that s-semantics S cannot be the best semantics for the analysis of any property which includes, at least, the least Herbrand model semantics H, i.e. no proper abstraction of S can be combined with H to get back S.
Complements in the Hierarchy
We now consider the remaining complements for the semantics of the hierarchy in Section 4.3.
Logic vs. Operational Semantics
Clark's semantics is considered a logical semantics for programs (cf. 1]). Instead, the s-semantics captures the operational notion of computed answer substitution. Thus, if P; Q 2 Program, then P S C Q i P and Q allow the same partial computed answer substitutions for any goal. The fact that the composition by reduced product of the partial computed answer and correct answer semantics is the semantics of computed answers, should be clear because: \a substitution which is a partial computed and correct answer for a goal in a program is always a computed answer". Also, the semantics of partial computed answers is the (unique) most abstract semantics which, whenever composed with the semantics of correct answers, gives as result the s-semantics of computed answers. The intuition behind this result is clear. Clark's semantics is unable to distinguish programs augmented with Max(Atom). This because, if P 2 Program then any atom is a possible logical consequence of P Max(Atom), i.e. Atom is the least C-model for P Max(Atom). In particular, the program transform P 2 Program:P Max(Atom) maps possibly logically di erent programs into logically equivalent ones. In this sense, P Max(Atom) represents what is left from a logic program, once the information about its logical consequences has been removed, which is the semantics S C of partial computed answers. Further, the semantics of partial computed answers S C is also disjoint with respect to Clark's semantics, namely it is the lattice-theoretic complement of C into Sem(S), i.e. (S C) t C = x:Atom. Hence, there is no semantics which can be at the same time correct with respect to both correct and partial answer semantics.
For instance, Herbrand's semantics is not even correct with respect to S C, i.e. H 6 2 Sem(S C).
Clark's vs. Herbrand's Semantics
We conclude by characterizing the complement C H of the least Herbrand model semantics into Clark's semantics.
Theorem 6.4 C H = I :I bAtomc 2 uco(} # (Atom) ).
In other terms, the semantic domain for C H is fI 2 } # (Atom) j bAtomc I g. For a program P the semantic operator for C H is de ned as follows:
T C H P = I :T C P (I bAtomc) bAtomc: It is possible to show that C H is not complete. Analogously to the case of S C, we can give a characterization of the least xpoint semantics C H in terms of Clark's semantics of a transformed program. Theorem 6.5 For any P 2 Program, P] ] C C H = P] ] C H = P bAtomc] ] C . 3 The equivalence induced by this complement is as follows: if P; Q 2 Program then P C H Q , P bAtomc C Q bAtomc. This makes clear the intuitive meaning of this semantics. For instance, P = fp(a):g and Q = fq(a):g have the same C H semantics (which is bAtomc = fp(a); q(a)g), while they are obviously distinguished by Clark's semantics C. In view of the general meaning of the complement operator, this is actually what one can expect from the semantics C H. Note that there is no cooperation in S between Clark's semantics and the semantics of partial answers, even if, by Theorem 6.2-(ii), S C is not a complete abstraction. In fact, it is easy to prove that for any program P, P] ] S = P] ] S C \ P] ] C .
This con rms that completeness is only a su cient condition to ensure independency among the factors of a semantic decomposition. Likewise, being S H = S, H is \useless" for S.
A typical case of semantic interaction in logic programming is given by the semantics for computed answer substitutions and call patterns. Recall that an atom a 2 Atom is a call pattern for a goal G in a program P if G # ?! P a j b. From this de nition it is clear that, in order to have a call pattern for p 2 for a goal G = b :: p( t) :: b 0 , then b needs to have a computed answer substitution # in the program, and p( t)# will be the corresponding call pattern. Hence, call patterns need computed answers to be computed. We formally justify this by complementing the semantics of computed answer substitutions in that of call patterns.
A least xpoint semantics for call patterns has been introduced by Gabbrielli The interest in call patterns is that S can be derived by abstract interpretation from q. This provides a formal account on the interaction between call patterns and computed answer substitutions in the semantics of logic programs. It is immediate to see that S corresponds to the closure operator I :I (BClause n Atom) 2 uco(}(BClause)), while q is the identical closure on }(BClause). It is possible to show that ] ] q S is complete, and for any program P, P] ] S = P] ] q S \ Atom.
The semantics of computed answer substitutions can be \subtracted" from that of call patterns, providing a semantics for logic programs which characterizes nonsuccessful call patterns, and is associated with a simple program transform. We call this information na ve call patterns. Proposition 7.2 q S = I :I Atom.
As expected, the semantics of na ve call patterns q S is not able to distinguish computed answer substitutions, while it is able to provide a weak form of call patterns. Intuitively, a na ve call pattern in q S does not consider the computed answer substitutions for the precedings atoms in the goal. Therefore, a is a na ve 
